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Abstract
There are three topics discussed in this work. The first topic is an investigation 
of the topological properties of the p-norm model of Salton, Fox, and Wu. It is shown 
that certain properties of the p-norm model that one would expect to hold, given the 
topological origin of the model, do not in fact hold. These properties include the abil­
ity to change the query by changing p, and the ability to adequately separate docu­
ments. Since these properties do hold in the model as actually constructed, it must be 
that the properties do not follow from the topological origin of the model.
The second topic is a search for a usable model with an adequate theoretical 
basis. In order to construct such a model, the topological paradigm is defined. This 
paradigm establishes a minimal set of requirements that any system with a topological 
foundation should have. A particular example of the paradigm, the Topological Infor­
mation Retrieval System (TIRS), is constructed. It is shown that all of the desired 
properties of the p-norm model hold for the TIRS model. A discussion of the various 
query systems that may be used with TIRS is given. These query systems include a 
natural language interface and a weighted boolean query system, as well as two spe­
cialized interfaces. The weighted boolean query system has the property that <attri- 
bute, weight> pairs, when treated as units, have all of the properties of the non­
weighted boolean lattice. The run time of the system is estimated, once for an 
inverted file implementation, and once for an implementation using kd-trees. These 
run times are much better than for traditional systems.
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The third topic is a reexamination of the standard models of information 
retrieval, considered as cases of the topological paradigm. The paradigm is shown to 
be a unifying model, in that all of the standard models, i.e., the boolean, vector space, 
fuzzy set theoretic, and probabilistic models, as well as a hierarchical model, are 
shown to be instances of the paradigm.
An appendix contains a review of relevant topics from topology and abstract 
algebra.
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Chapter One 
Introduction
The problem of information retrieval can be stated quite simply: given a collec­
tion of data, determine which of the data possess a given set of properties. There are 
several methods currently utilized to make these determinations. If the data can be 
placed into a fixed, relatively unchanging format, then it is possible to construct a data 
base system around the data. If it possible to determine which properties form the 
major distinctions in the data, then it may be possible to construct a fixed or slowly 
changing classification scheme for the data. Many expert systems have this basic 
structure.
A different problem arises if the data are of varied format, are constantly chang­
ing in number and value, and if the major properties of the collection are impossible to 
determine in advance. It is this last problem that is the subject area of information 
retrieval, as it will be considered in this work. There are at least two instances of this 
problem which must be addressed. The first, and more important, is the question and 
answer system. In this system, there is a large collection of data, which is constantly 
being updated, and one is allowed to ask questions of the system, which the system 
must answer, using the available data. There are no working question and answer sys­
tems, as defined above. Indeed, it may be that the first working question and answer 
system will pass the Turing test An easier problem is the document retrieval prob­
lem. This problem is important, both as an adjunct to bibliographic research, and as a 
small domain for a question and answer system. Hence, this work will interpret infor­
mation retrieval as document retrieval.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
It is possible to formally define the information retrieval problem. Several 
definitions exist in the literature [Kra85, Rad83a]. The definition to be used here fol­
lows [1].
Definition: An information retrieval system is an ordered octtuple 
IR = < D O C ,Q Y ,D S ,Q S ,R S ,f^ ,f^ , f ,> ,
DOC is a finite set of documents to be used as data in the information retrieval 
system,
QY is the set of all possible natural language queries that may be asked of the 
system,
DS is the document space, the abstract document representation used in the 
matching of documents to queries,
QS is the query space, the abstract query representation used in the matching 
process,
RS is the relevance space, the set of values that indicates the degree of 
correspondence between documents and queries,
f  i'. DOC —̂ D S  is the indexing or abstraction function, which maps the docu­
ments into the document soace,
fq  : QY QS is the translation function, which maps the natural language 
queries into the query space, and
[1] Cf[Rad83a],
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f^ :D S xQ S  ~^RS  is ihe formal relevance fanction, the mapping that associates 
the documents with the queries.
Currently, there are five major approaches to information retrieval discussed in 
the literature. These approaches are:
r  the boolean model, as exemplified by commercial systems such as DIALOG and 
BRS [Sal83c],
2 ° the standard model (sometimes called the “ vector space” model), exemplified 
by SMART [Sal83c],
3° the fuzzy set theoretic, or generalized boolean, model [Bue82, BueSla, BueSlc, 
Rad83a, Rad83b, Rad84],
4° the probabilistic models [Sal83c, Coo82, MarfiO, Kra78, Boo74], and 
5° the hierarchical model [Kol83].
There seems to be a general agreement that not all of these models are actually dif­
ferent; indeed, it has already been shown that the two primaiy models of probabilistic 
information retrieval are actually the same [Rob82]. More recently, Salton, Fox, and 
Wu [Sal83b] have added p-norms to the basic vector space model, raising the possibil­
ity that the vector space and the fuzzy set theoretic approaches are the same. The 
current state of affairs is this:
r  The boolean model is a special case of the vector space, the fuzzy set theoretic, 
and the probabilistic models, but not the hierarchical model.
2° There is one basic version of each of the vector space, the fuzzy sei theoretic, 
and the probabilistic models.
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3° The p-norm version of the vector space model holds the promise of unifying the 
fuzzy set theoretic and the vector space models.
4“ The hierarchical model seems to be quite different from each of the other 
models; there has been little or no work on a unification of this model with the
In this work, an attempt is made to unify all five of these competing models. The 
unifying model, called the topological paradigm, can be understood most naturally as 
a generalization of the p-norm vector space model, and will be introduced and dis­
cussed in that context. Chapter Two of this work introduces the p-norm model, 
discusses its many advantages, and illustrates what seem to be two problems with the 
model. In Chapter Three a particular implementation of the topological paradigm is 
constructed. This model, called the Topological Information Retrieval System 
(TIRS), is shown to retain all of the advantages of the p-norm model, while not shar­
ing its apparent problems. The four main types of queries and users of a TIRS system 
are examined, and examples given of each. Also in this chapter, asymptotic estimates 
of the run time of the TIRS model are given, which, if confirmed by experiment, will 
allow the TERS model to operate faster than other systems of information retrieval.
Chapter Four is concerned with the unification proper. The demonstrations given 
in this chapter show that each of the other models can be considered as an instance of 
the topological paradigm, and hence not too different from the TIRS model. Finally, 
Chapter Five provides an overview of the results of the earlier chapters, and includes a 
discussion of possible future work. Included here are suggestions for experiments 
which could settle some of the questions inherent in the TIRS model, and an outline of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
some of the steps necessary in the transformation of TIRS from a theoretical model 
into a commercial system.
Since the topological paradigm is a new approach to information retrieval, there 
may be certain mathematical terms and concepts which are unfamiliar. As an aid to 
those who desire a review of these topics, an appendix is included, in which the alge­
braic and topological terms used in this work are defined and explained.
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Chapter Two 
The p-Norm Model, and Some Questions
The /j-Norm Model
Since the TERS model is best understood as a generalization of the p-norm 
model, it is necessary to review the construction of the p-norm model. This discus­
sion will follow the original presentation in Salton, Fox, and Wu [Sal83b]. As is usual 
in a vector space model, a document is described as a series of possibly orthogonal 
attributes, which are usually weighted to give a vector space of unit intervals. Let D 
be a document having term weights and dg , respectively, for attributes A and B . 
If one wishes to find the similarity of D to a query of the form Qa and then clearly it 
is better for document D to be about both A and B , rather than about one but not the 
other. Salton, Fox, and Wu claim that one should measure similarity in a situation 
such as this by measuring distance from (1,1) (the point which is most about both A 
and B ), “ [i]t is clear that for and-queries, the (1,1) point on the map, representing the 
situation where both items are present in an item, is the desired situation.’ ’ [2] Simi­
larly, if one is interested in the query Qa or then it is better to be farther from (0 ,0 ) 
rather than closer; “ . . . for or-queries, on the other hand, the (0 , 0 ) point identifying 
the situation where both terms are absent from an item is to be avoided.” [3 ]
Hence, in a two term query, similarity measures can be given by
s i m ( D , Q A o r B )  = \   :---- (H
[2] [Sal83b],page 1023.
[3] [Sal83b],page 1023.
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where the equations in (1) and (2) are obtained from the Euclidean distance formulas 
in 2 -space.
Once the basic idea of similarity as distance has occurred, there is nothing to 
prevent the generalizations to more than two attribute terms, to the use of weighted
query terms, and to the use of other than standard Euclidean distance measures: “ The
basic similarity measurements . . . can be extended to the case of weighted-query 
terms'” [4], and, “ [t]he notion of distance between points in a document space can be 
generalized by introducing the well-known Lp vector norm defined for an n- 
dimensional vector (^ 1,^2. • • • • • •”  [5] If these generalizations are made, then
one has the definition of the p-norm model of information retrieval [6 ],
Definition: Let
(3)
be a set of attribute terms. Define a document D as a tuple of term weights,
^  (4)
A “ generalized Boolean or-query.”  i.e., one using p-norms and query term weights, 
can be written as
2or(p) = [ (-4 i,a 1) orP (A 2,^2) orP ■ ■ ■ orP (A„ ,a„ )j (5)
[4] [Sal83b], page 1024.
[5] [ScI83b], page 1024.
[6] [SaI83b], pages 1024 - 1025.
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where «a,- is the query weight associated with attribute term A;. Similarly, a “ general­
ized Boolean and-query” is given by
Qand{p) =  [ (^  l.^ i) andP{A2,a-  ̂and^ • ■ ■ and^ ,ne4.00i (6)




r im (D ,2 ^ (p ))  = l - (8 )
a‘i + a ^ +  • • • +aP 
Note that the definitions above are based on the idea of p-norms, but are not true 
distances, since the query weights and the document weights are multiplied rather 
than subtracted. As in the 2-space case, the distance involved is distance from 
(0 ; 0 , . . . ,  0 ) and firom (1, 1, . . . ,  1), which is a specialized notion of distance that 
will prove to be too specific.
Several claims are made for this model. The ones that will be a concern in this 
work are
r  “ When p  = oo and and the query and document term weights are limited to 0 or 
1, a conventional Boolean retrieval model is produced.”  [7] Thus, the p-norm 
model includes the boolean model as a special case.
[7] [Sal83b],page 1025.
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2° “ [W]hen p  = 1, the distinction between the and and or connectives in a query
disappears and a simple vector-processing retrieval model is obtained. . . . ” [8 ] 
The p-norm model also includes the standard vector space model.
3° “ [W]hen p  =o© and the query is unweighted, the query-document matching
function is dependent only on the document term of highest weight for and 
the document term of lowest weight for Q ^ .  This is precisely the situation . .  . 
mentioned for the fuzzy-set model of retrieval. . . . ”  [9] The authors claim to 
include the fuzzy set theoretic model as another special case.
4° “ The interpretation of the queiy structure can be altered by using different p-
values to compute the queiy-document similarity.”  [10] By this the authors seem 
to mean that as the p-values change, the meaning of the resulting numbers 
changes.
5 ' An extended p-norm system can be built on top of an inverted file system. “ A 
complete iterative search procedure using the extended Boolean retrieval system, 
but compatible with the established conventional retrieval environments based
on inverted file systems may then be specified ”  [11] Since most systems in
existence are of the inverted file type, this feature is of decided utility.
In a later chapter, it will be shown that the HRS model retains all of the actual advan­
tages of the p-norm model.
[8] [Sal83b], page 1025. 
19] [Sal83b], page 1025.
[10] [SaI83b],pg. 1028.
[11] [Sal83b],page 1035.
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Unfortunately, it does not seem to be the case that all of the above claims hold
for the p-norm model; in particular, claim 4° seems problematic. In addition, there
appears to be another disadvantage of the p-norm model: in an unweighted or fixed 
weight system, there exist distinct documents that cannot be adequately separated (as 
defined later) by the p-norm model. These two problems will be considered below.
Changing p-Values Does Not Change the Interpretation
Note that in the definition of query-document similarity stated above, the explicit 
assumption of the finiteness of the set of attributes was made. This assumption results 
in the use of a finite dimensional Euclidean space as the document space, with the ori­
gin
X { 0 ) (9)
and identity
X{1} (10)
as the points from which the similarity distances are computed. There are two claims 
to be shown here.
Claim I: Topologically, the space that results from allowing weighted-query 
terms is homeomorphic [1 2 ] to that resulting from not allowing such terms.
Proof: We will show that the space resulting from a fixed set of weighted-query 
terms is the same space as that resulting from a set of terms which are all 1 . Let X be 
the n-dimensional topological space resulting from measuring objects based on a
[12] Definitions of topological and algebraic terms are given in the appendix.
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similarity query with weights
A a j ;  (11)
without loss of generality we may assume that none of the a,- are zero, since these 
coordinates will have no part in either of the similarity calculations. Let Y be the n - 
dimensional topological space resulting from measuring objects based on a similarity 
query with unit (or no) weights. Now, the topology of each of these spaces is fully 
described by giving a subbasis for each topology. But note that, in each case, the sub­
basis is the set of points which can be made distinct by some combination of similaritj' 
measures from the origin and the identity. In other words, two points / and m are in 
different sets if
d istil, X { l} )^ d is t{ m ,  X{1}) (12)
or if
dist i l , X {0}) # dist (m , X {0}) (13)
or both; the points are in the same element of the subbasis if and only if both distances 
are the same.
Consider now a point x e X . We may assume that x  has coordinates
X = ix i ,X 2 , . . . ,  x j .  (14)
Note that a point y e Y  having coordinates
will have the same distance in Y from the origin and identity as x  will have in X ; it is
this point >• that we will identify with x . Hence our proposed homeomorphism
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
f  :X  - ^ Y  is given by
Now /  is clearly continuous and invertible, and so is a homeomorphism. Hence the 
two spaces are homeomorphic. O [13]
Claim 2: Changing the choice of p  in the norm does not change the topology.
Proof: The proof of this claim is similar to the proof of Claim 1 . We will show 
that, over a non-weighted space, any p-norm space is homeomorphic to the 
corresponding 1-norm space. As a result, then, any two p-norm non-weighted spaces 
are equivalent; application of Claim 1 then finishes the proof.
Fix p , and consider the space X  resulting from using distinct sets of points as 
measured from the origin and identity in a fixed «-dimensional space (as in Claim 1). 
As before, what is needed is a homeomorphism mapping X  into the space Y described 
by 1-norms. L e t /  :X  ^ Y  \>t defined by
= (17)
Then f  is a homeomorphism between X  and Y . □
One possible argument that might be made against the results claimed in these 
two proofs is an argument of the form, “ What we are concerned with is not the topol­
ogy of the space, but rather the form of the query; if we change the measurement of 
the query, we must be changing things.”  Unfortunately for those who would make 
this argument, it seems to be invalid. Note that a query is nothing more than a
[13] Perhaps a simpler way of seeing this claim is as follows: Each space is a product space of 
intervals. All intervals are homeomorphic. The product of homeomorphisms is a homeomor­
phism. □
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distance from the origin or the identity. We have shown that the change of norm or 
weight in a query does not affect the topology; since distance is a topological pro­
perty, a change of query that results in a topologically equivalent space is not really a 
change at all. What is changing when one changes the weights or the p-norms in the 
above topology is not the points themselves, but rather only the particular numbers 
associated with the points. Since the numbers associated with the points were chosen 
arbitrarily to begin with, a change of either of the types described above cannot 
change the topology.
Thus, the first point has been made: changing the p-norms does not change any­
thing real. Note that more has actually been shown, since it turns out that there is 
really only one topology under discussion. We will assume in the remainder of this 
chapter, unless stated otherwise, that we are using a system with no weights and with
p = 1 .
The Space Does Not Adequately Separate Points
This point has been hinted at in the earlier discussion; it will now be considered 
in detail. We make the following definition:
Definition: Two points (documents) in an information retrieval system are non- 
separable if there is no query which returns exactly one of the points.
It will be shown that, for a fixed system of weights, that no query can separate 
certain points in a p-norm system. The easiest example occurs in the two dimensional 
case. Let the 2-space unit cube (square) be the document space, and consider 
Euclidean distance (p = 2). Note that this space is symmetric with respect to our simi-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
larity measurements about the two coordinates. That is, let 
/  = { a , b )
m ={b, a)
be points in the unit cube. Then





(2 1 )S im  ( . l ,Q A a n d B )  =  ^ ^ ' ^ ( - ^ ’ Q A a n d B ) ’ 
for a l l  queries Q. [14] As a result, points (like the two above) which are on the inter­
section of an a n d  level curve and an o r  level curve are non-separable.
Non-separability does not depend either on the use of 2-space or on Euclidean 
distance. Indeed, since the definition of similarity in the general case is
sim(P,Q)=
if 2  = o r  
( ,1 - d i )  i f Q  = a n d (23)
and finite summation is commutative, it must be that there are non-separable points 
for any finite dimension n. This is indeed the case. In general, the set of non- 
separable points is homeomorphic to i.e., the n -2  dimensional unit circle [15],
[14] The symmetry is not as easy to see if weights are allowed, but it is still there (for each 
fixed set o f weights).
[15] Note that 5 " lives in n + 1  dimensional space, and that isometric “ lines” in n  dimen­
sions are of dimension n —l.
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so there may actually be an infinite number of non-separable points. This is an unfor­
tunate occurrence, and one that intuitively should not be allowed to happen. There 
should be ways of separating different documents.
A proponent of the p-norm model might inteiject at this point, “ But w ait. . .  if 
you give me any two points, then I can can supply a set of query weights and a p-norm 
such that the two points are separated.”  This is a true statement, but note that a similar 
true statement can be made about a system with a fixed value of p. Since the weights 
associated with the attribute terms are themselves somewhat arbitrary, it is difficult to 
see how adding another set of arbitrary numbers to a measurement can add any infor­
mation. further, this query illustrates that the desired origin of the system as a vector 
space does not carry through to the particular model, since points are separable in the 
original vector space, but, after the similarity measure is defined, points may only be 
separated by using query weights. At best, it seems that a dilemma exists within the 
p-norm model.
The Nature of the p-Norm Problems
The two situations discussed above arise from the same basic problem. The 
notion of similarity as defined by Salton, Fox, and Wu begins with the idea of distance 
in a metric space. However, by the time the definition is complete, the notion of simi­
larity has been changed from an actual distance (which must be defined for all pairs of 
points, not for all single points and one special pair of points) to something that is not 
nearly as strong (since most of the pairs in the original distance definition are no 
longer used). As an example of just how weak the resulting space is, one can consider
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the standard separation axioms of topology [Dug6 6 ]. Under this system, spaces are 
placed into six classes: T q through T 4 , and non-7q. In general, we have s  T,, so 
that the Tq spaces are the most inclusive. A metric space, the type of space that 
allows the proper definition of distance, belongs to the most restrictive type, T4 . This 
was the tj'pe of space that would have resulted if the notion of distance had been used 
throughout. But in the previous section it was shown that there exist points which 
cannot be separated in a subbasis. This result shows that the space as defined by Sal- 
ton. Fox, and Wu cannot be T4 ; actually, the space is not even T q. Most topologists 
do not work with spaces which are not at least T 2 , perhaps feeling that such spaces are 
too “ wild” , i.e., have too many non-intuitive properties.
There is a clear need for a better model, one based on the idea of distance 
between points, as in this model, but one which looks more like Euclidean space. The 
topological paradigm and the TERS model, both described in the next chapter, are the 
result of the search for such a model.
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The TIRS Model
In this chapter, the TIRS model will be formally constructed. Using the basic 
ideas of the p-norm, a topologically adequate space for the representation of docu­
ments and queries will be found, followed by the embedding of the document set into 
the space. It will then be demonstrated that this model avoids the problems inherent 
in the p-norm model, while retaining its advantages. We begin by considering some 
of the properties that are desired in the TIRS model.
The Topological Paradigm - A Basis for TIRS
There are several properties that any distance based model should possess. We 
consider the major ones below.
r  As recognized by Salton, Fox, and Wu, the notion of distance should be central
to an information retrieval model. This property requires that the underlying 
document space be one in which it is possible to find the distance between any 
pair of points, and not just distances from special points. As a result, then, one is 
forced to use a metric space as the underlying document space.
2° A document must be represented by a set of attribute terms; hence the space must
be a product space. This is already a standard practice, but the property is men­
tioned here since it forms the basis of the representation method. Also, each 
document must be capable of being described using only a finite number of attri­
bute terms. This property is also standard. We do not require, however, that the 
total number of attribute terms be finite, as required by most other systems. Note
17
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îhaî the requirement of a fixed number of attribute terms in a system is a disad­
vantage if one is going to allow automatic indexing, since these systems use term 
frequencies based on the text of the document. Salton, Fox and Wu are ambigu­
ous on this point in their description of the p-norm model: the definitions are 
given in terms of a fixed number of attribute terms; but the experiments 
described, with indexing based on term frequencies, seem to allow for varying 
numbers of attribute terms. We will make the specific assumption that there is 
available an infinite but countable collection of attribute terms.
Each attribute term must be weighted with an appropriate totally ordered set. 
Most of the available systems tend to use sub-intervals of the real line. In the 
TIRS model, we will use the standard interval [0, 1], but there is nothing to 
prevent the use of other totally ordered sets, such as [ - 1 , 1], or the boolean 
{ 0 ,1}. Note that as a result of 2°, only a finite number of terms may be non­
zero. This requirement makes sense, as most would agree that a particular docu­
ment may only be “ about” a finite number of things. [16]
A query is a description of a hypothetical “ perfect” document. If the query 
were described exactly as is a document, then one would have a standard “ vector 
space’ ’ model. Most systems, however, recognize that there is a tradition of han­
dling a query differently from a document. Queries are normally described by 
means of boolean operators, with term weights (and occasionally operator 
weights). There is a good reason for this when interpreted in the light of our
[16] Most (all?) systems already make this assun^tion.
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model: it might he the case that more than one document is “ perfect” . We 
therefore extend our query definition: a query is a description of a finite set of 
“ perfect” documents. This extension will allow the use of standard query for­
mulations, and has the following property: A query is nothing more than a finite 
set of points in the document space, with each point in the set representing a pos­
sible “ perfect”  document.
This set of properties forms the axioms of the topological paradigm-, it is this 
paradigm that will be shown to be the unifying feature of all of the standard models as 
well as the TIRS model. Two things should be noted here. The first is these axioms 
are actually weaker than those used in a standard “ vector space” model, since several 
features of a vector space are missing. Some of the missing features are the addition 
and multiplication operators which are a part of the definition of vector space, the 
assumption of orthogonality of the coordinates (not a part of the definition, but present 
in most systems), and the requirement that the metric be a standard one (generally one 
inherited from the reals). The second object of note is that these axioms only define 
the theoretical portions of the system, and hence ignore the very real problems of ini­
tial query formulation, document entry, and the other problems inherent in converting 
a real world problem into a form amenable to theory. In particular, these axioms do 
not require that any particular translation system be used; only that an adequate one be 
used. In the next section, the TIRS model is constructed. For the construction, we 
will assume that an adequate translation system is available, and later discuss particu­
lar types of systems that might be used.
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The TIRS Construction
As a result of the axioms above, one is obligated to require that the document 
space be an infinite dimensional metric space. The space DS that wül be used is a 
countably infinite space with
DS = X [0 , 1] (24)
A document D will be a point in D S, again subject to the axioms: D can have only a 
finite number of non-zero terms. We will denote an arbitrary element from DS as
D - { d ^ ,d 2 , . . . ,  d„,0, ■ ■ ■), (25)
where the
are each elements of [0 , 1], with being the last non-zero element in the point.
Note that DS contains points which are not allowable as documents; the point 
(1, 1,1, • • • ) is such a point. This point, if it could represent something, would be 
about everything, which is not allowed. [17] One could argue that the system would 
be better defined by allowing only points which can represent documents, i.e., by 
defining DS as the set
@[0, l ] = j ( d i ,d z  4 , 0 ,  - ) |d ,e [0 , l ] , t< o o j .  (27)
This system could be used, since it will have all of the needed properties. The advan­
tages to be gained from using the original definition are mostly in ease of description; 
e.g., our space is a product space of weights, whereas the alternate space is a subspace
[17] However, the point (0, 0, 0, - ) f j  a valid document point.
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under the subspace topology of a product space of weights. It is true that our space 
has properties (e.g., completeness) not possessed by the restricted space; however, no 
use is made of any of these properties. As a result, one could change to the more res­
trictive definition with no loss of necessary properties.
As mentioned in the axioms, a query must be treated as a finite set of document 
descriptions. Each query is processed in the same general fashion, as follows; 
r  Construct the projection space having only the coordinates (attributes) given in 
the query. Thus, even though the space is an infinite dimensional one, each 
query is answered in a finite dimensional space.
2° Locate the query in the projection space.
3° Using the metric, find the documents closest to the query.
4° Return the documents, ranked according to smallest distance from the query.
Note that the exact form of the query is not fixed by the above requirements. We will 
look at three forms the query may take in the projection space, and define the 
retrieved set for each. This will be followed by specific examples of what seem to be 
the four major types of queries.
Query Forms, and Retrieved Sets
The first, and simplest, case is that of a query consisting of a single point in D S . 
This is already a fairly complex situation, however, as that single point represents a 
perfect document of an arbitrarily large (but finite) number of attribute terms, each 
with its own term weight. There are two ways of interpreting this query: as a vector 
space model query, and (equivalently) as a weighted boolean query containing only
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AND operators. Either of these will locate a single point in D S . In order to retrieve 
documents, the idea of clause weights is introduced. The use of a clause weight is 
similar to the choice of p in the p-norm model; it is a weighting associated with a 
clause [18] which affects the manner in which documents are retrieved. In the p-norm 
model, this clause weight is the p-norm itself; in the TERS model, it is an actual dis­
tance [19], representing the cutoff beyond which a document is said to be far away. 
Hence, the retrieval process for this case is as follows: given the query
G = W i,9 2 "  -, % , 0 , - ) (28)
and the clause weight w, locate the point g  in D S , then retrieve all documents which
are a distance of w or less away from Q. The documents are presented in order of
increasing distance from Q , giving control over the number of documents presented, 
and, with luck, presenting the most useful documents first. The retrieved set of docu­
ments for query Q ,R q ,'\s defined in this case as
^ Q = { x \  d is t(Q ,x )< w } .  (29)
The second case to be considered is that of a query set containing more than one 
element, say j  elements (points), i.e.,
Ô = { (2 i,Ô 2 .- - - .Ô y }  (30)
[18] Or clause operator, in the p-norm model.
[19] The TIRS model that will be discussed in this section is one based on term and clause 
weights, i.e., one based on a metric space with the space defined in terms of balls of varying ra­
dius. It is possible to move the clause weights in with the term weights in the TIRS model, which 
would then have a weight and a distance cutoff for each coordinate. This latter model is based on 
a metric space with the space considered as the i^oduct of each coordinate space, under the pro­
duct topology. These two inteipretations of the TIRS model give the same topology, and so are 
not really different. This “ product” interpretation will be used in the discussion of TERS sophisti­
cated users and queries.
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where each
Qi - -, ■■■), (31)
as before. We associate with each element of the query a clause weight, which may 
be obtained either by default, by distributing a single weight to each query point, or by 
having a separate weight for each point Let w,- be the weight of query point <2,- ; the 
retrieved set for this type of query is then
= {x I (3 f e  1 . .j )  d ist(Q i,x )< W i}  (32)
A document D is to be retrieved if it is sufficiently close to one of the query points; 
the retrieved set will be presented in the order of absolute distance from the appropri­
ate point, so that the first document presented is the one that was closest overall, the 
second was second closest overall, not necessarily to the same point, etc. The boolean 
equivalent of this tyoe of set is a boolean query using AND and OR which is 
expressed in disjunctive normal form, with weights associated with each disjunct. 
Since any non-contradiction can be expressed in disjunctive normal form, this query 
form is expressive enough to work for any boolean query.
The third type of query is a slight generalization of the last type. It may be that 
one of the points is more important to the queiy than is another. This can be 
accounted for by having a second type of weight associated with a clause (point), an 
ordering weight This ordering weight will not affect the retrieval of items, so the 
retrieved set is the same as in the previous case, but the weight will affect the ranking 
of items on the output. The ordering weight is multiplied by the distance from the 
query point, and the result is used to order the documents. This allows for relative 
ranking of points in the query.
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With the three types of weights mentioned above, one might be wondering 
exactly how they interact It is not necessary for all of these weights to be used; in 
fact, the use of any one is independent of the use of any other. However, since th„ use 
of term weights is a basic aspect of the TIRS model, this work will only consider 
those query methods having term weights other than from the set {0, 1}. In the next 
section four types of queries will be described, representing four distinct types of users 
that the system could expect.
Users and Examples
In this section we will assume that there are four basic groups of users: naive, 
traditional experienced, TTRS experienced, and TIRS sophisticated. The existence of 
a different query type for each group allows the same system to serve the needs of 
many. Each group will be defined, and an explanation of the query type for that group 
will be given. In addition, two examples will be given for each query type, the first 
illustrating a sample query and its translation, and the second a series of figures show­
ing exactly how the documents are retrieved for a query of that type. Figure One is a 
sample document space of two dimensions. Each of the later figures will use this 
document space as its starting point.
The naive user is one with no experience with any information retrieval system. 
Using a system not too different from the standard vector space methods [Sal83a], it is 
possible to take a query expressed in English and transform it into a single point in the 
document space. The term weights can be obtained either from the queiy itself, or by 
allowing term weights to be placed on aU keywords in the query Such a query system
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Figure 1. A Sample Document Space.
will result in queries which are always a single point in the document space, and docu­
ments can be retrieved using either a standard (default) relevance ball, or the size of 
the relevance ball may be requested.
As an example, consider the following query.
What information do you have on canasta, bridge, or gin rummy?
Using the heuristic that words mentioned first are more important than words men­
tioned later, and removing semantically null words, gives the set of <attributc, 
weight> pairs
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{<canasta, 0.8>, <bridge, 0.5>, <gin rummy, 0 3 > } (33)
As mentioned above, this query is similar to one that is used in standard vector space 
retrieval systems, and can be considered to be a logical conjunction of the terms. In 
the TIRS system, this query is transformed into a single point
(0 .5 ,0 .8 ,0 .3 ,0 ,---)  (34)
assuming that the attribute terms are stored in lexicographic order as strings, and that 
the first three attribute terms are the ones in the query. This point is placed into the 
document space. If there was no relevance ball specified for the query, then the 
default ball will be used. All documents that are within its radius from the query point 
will be retrieved, and presented in order of increasing distance from the query. As 
another possibility, the system can simply begin to retrieve documents in order of 
increasing distance from the query point, with the user being allowed to stop the pro­
cess when enough documents have been retrieved.
Figures Two through Four illustrate the process of finding relevant documents in 
the sample space. Figure Two is the sample document space, with the addition of a 
single query point, indicated by a plus sign. This is the situation after the query trans­
lation has occurred, and the point has been placed in the document space. In Figure 
Three, the relevance ball of standard radius has been placed around the query point. 
Finally, in Figure Four the points within the relevance ball have been retrieved, in the 
indicated order.
The traditionally experienced user is one who is familiar with standard boolean 
queries, and is able to associate with each attribute term a term weight. The input 
query for this type of user will be exactly what is expected; a collection of weighted
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Figure 2. A Type One Query, Part One.
attribute terms, connected by the binary boolean operators AND and OR , as well as 
the unary boolean operator NOT. [20] The following algorithm will be used to change 
the input query into a set of points in the document space.
r  (Consistency check) Check whether the query is a contradiction. If it is, then no 
answer is possible, so return an error condition.
2° (Convert to DNF) If the query is not a contradiction, then it has a disjunctive nor­
mal form. Convert the query into its disjunctive normal form.
[20] The binary operator NOT can be expressed using the AND NOT combination.
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Figure 3. A Type One Query, Part Two.
3° (Replace NO T’s) Each atom in the disjunctive normal form consists of a single
weighted attribute term, either alone or prefixed by a NOT operator. Replace 
each atom of the form NOT (A^,weight) by the atom (A,-,l -weight).
4° (Locate the points) The modified DNF of the original equation is now in a form
that can be placed in the document space, with each and clause forming a point.
Place the points in the space.
5° (Assign ball radii and retrieve) Associate with each point obtained from the
quer\' a relevance ball. As in the earlier example, the radii for the balls may be
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Figure 4. A Type One Query, Part Three.
obtained in several ways. Once the balls have been assigned, simply retrieve the 
points within the balls.
As an example of this algorithm, consider the following query.
iVOr ( <shoes, 0 .1> Oi? <ships, 0 .2 > )
AND
( NOT <sealing wax, 0.3> AND 
( <cabbages, 0.4> OR NOT <kings, 0.5>) )
Following the above algorithm, a check is first made to determine consistency. Since 
the query is not a contradiction, it is converted to DNF, resulting in the following 
expression [2 1 ].
[21] The algorithm being used here does not result in a minimal DNF, i.e., one with a minimal 
number of disjuncts. Rather, it has one disjunct for each combination of atoms which will make
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( NOT <shoes, Q.\> AND NOT  <ships, 0.2> AND 
NOT <sealing wax, 0.3> AND NOT <cabbages, 0.4> AND 
NOT <kings, 0.5> )
OR
( NOT <shoes, 0.1> AND NOT <ships, 0.2> AND 
NOT <sealing wax, 0.3> AND <cabbages, 0.4> AND 
NOT <kings, 0.5>)
OR
( NOT <shoes, 0.1> AND NOT <ships, 0.2> AND 
NOT <sealing wax, 0.3> AND <cabbages, 0.4> AND <kings, 0.5> )
The next step is to replace the negated atoms by their new values, which results in
( <shoes, 0.9> AND <ships, 0.8> AND 
<sealing wax, 0.7> AND <cabbages, 0.6> AND 
<kings, 0.5> )
OR
( <shoes, 0.9> AND <ships, 0.8> AND 
<sealing wax, 0.7> AND <cabbages, 0.4> AND 
<kings, 0.5> )
OR
( <shoes, 0.9> AND <ships, 0.8> AND 
<sealing wax, 0.7> AND <cabbages, 0.4> AND <kings, 0.5> )
There are three disjuncts, so there will be three points to be located in the document 
space. Assuming once again that attribute terms are stored in lexicographic order 
(cabbage, kings, sealing wax, ships, shoes), and that the terms in the query are the first 
few in the attribute list, we obtain the points
f <0.6,0.5,0.7,0.8,0.9,0, •••>,■] 
4 <0.4,0.5,0.7,0.8,0.9,0, ■■■>,}■ 
[ <0.4,0.5,0.7,0.8, 0.9,0, ■■■>}
(35)
At this point, one assigns relevance balls to each of the points and retrieves all the 
documents inside these balls.
the original expression true. The advantages of this form are two; the form is unique (unlike a 
minimal DNF), and no loss of information can occur in the transformation (through the elimina­
tion of atoms via the law of the excluded middle). Cf. Cater, Iyengar, and Fuller [Cat84].
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Figures Five through Seven illustrate the interpretation of weighted boolean 
queries. As before, in Figure Five the original document space is given, with the addi­
tion of the two points obtained from the query. Note that, since this is only a two 
dimensional space, only two query points are used, as opposed to the three points 
obtained in the earlier example. This is not necessary restriction, but it gives a more 
natural example, since most queries would not have the same attribute listed with mul­
tiple (distinct) weights. Figure Six continues the example by placing a relevance ball 
of standard radius about each query point; Figure Seven shows the retrieved set of 
documents, listed as before in the actual order of retrieval.
Since there has been some question previously about the ability of vector space 
systems to use full boolean queries [2 2 ], the following theorem will show that they are 
available in the TIRS system.
Theorem: Let A be the set of all finite combinations of valid document points in 
DS, i.e.,
A = | | ( ^ i , i / 2- • • • . ■ ■ ■ )/}^ 1 l^f.e[0 , 1], Â:<oo, ;i<oo| (36)
Let Q be the set of boolean queries having only a finite number of terms, with each 
term having a term weight in the range [0,1]. Then A is the set-homomorphic image 
of 6  [23].
Proof: We will define the homomorphism /  by means of the following algo­
rithm [24]:
[22] See, e.g, page 1023 of Salton, Fox, and Wu [Sal83b]
[23] See, e.g., Lang [Lan70], or the appendix, for definitions of the algebraic terms.
[24] Cf. Cater, lyengai, and Fuller [Cat84], page 139.
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Figure 5. A Type Two Query, Part One.
r  Temporarily remove the term weights by assigning a name to each distinct com­
bination of (attribute, weight) pairs. What remains is a boolean query.
2° Express the boolean query in Di'IF by constructing the truth table of the query.
Then, for each line in the table which has an overall truth value of true, construct 
a conjunction consisting of each variable in the original query, prefixed by NOT 
iff the value of that variable in that line is false. The DNF is a disjunction of 
these conjunctions.
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Figure 6 . A Type Two Query, Part Two.
3° If the DNF exists, then replace the variables by the original (attribute, weight) 
pairs. Using the algorithm given earlier, associate the DNF of the query with an 
element of A. If the DNF does not exist, assign the empty set as the value of the 
function.
Note that this algorithm does give a function f : Q  A, since it assigns a unique 
value to each element of Q. It remains to show that /  is a set-homomoiphism, i.e., 
that/  is one to one modulo the appropriate relation, and th a t /  is onto.
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Figure 7. A Type Two Query, Part Three.
To show that /  is onto, let d e  A. Then d  consists of a finite number of points in 
D S . For each point, construct a conjunction of the non-zero values in the point, using 
as terms the pairs (attribute, value). Finally, join the conjunctions with OR operators, 
resulting in a single boolean expression. Since there can be only a finite number of 
non-zero values in each point, and since there were only a finite number of points, the 
resulting boolean expression must have only a finite number of terms. Hence the 
expression is in g .
For the other half of the proof, note that the relation that one should mod out by
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is logical equivalence. If queries a and b are logically equivalent, then they will have 
the same DNF if the above algorithm is used. As a result,
Similarly, if a and b are not logically equivalent, then there must be at least one set of 
truth functional value assignments which makes a and b have different values. This 
corresponds to distinct lines in the truth tables of a and b , which means that
As a result of these two observations, it must be th a t/  is a set-homomorphism.G 
Since the homomorphism exists between the two sets, it follows that 
r  any finite set of points in DS can be accessed through a weighted boolean query, 
2 ° the use of boolean queries is consistent, i.e., two queries refer to the same set of 
points if and only if they are logically equivalent 
Hence, the traditionally experienced user will find in the TIRS model a system which 
works in a familiar manner. Note that this proof also answers the need expressed by 
the “ wish list”  of Waller and Kraft [Wal79, BueSlc, Kra83], in that it states exactly 
which requirements of a boolean algebra may be maintained by an information 
retrieval system; in this case, all of the algebra is retained, if one assumes that two 
<attribute, weight> pairs which differ in either coordinate represent distinct atoms. 
Bartschi [Bar85] has approached the query evaluation problem in a fashion similar to 
that done in this proof; his results, which are defined in terms of similarity homomor- 
phisms between queries and documents, are similar to the purely algebraic parts of the 
TIRS system, but without the ability to utilize other query forms.
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Once the user becomes familiar with the TIRS model, he will find that it offers 
more power than the traditional system. If one restricts the queries allowed to those 
already in DNF, then one gains the ability to manipulate the document space in addi­
tional ways. The TIRS experienced user will have the ability to specify the relevance 
ball radii and the ordering weights, if desired. This should allow for greater recall 
from the system, and, since the radii are adjustable, one can seek to maximize the 
precision-recall product by such adjustments. As an example of the queries utilized 
by the TIRS experienced user, consider the following.
(<bridge, 0.5> AND <canasta, 0.3>, 1.7,0.2)
OR
(<chess, 0.4>, 0.4, 1.0)
OR
(<ghosts, 0.7> AND <superghosts, 0.8> AND <botticelli, 0.2>, 1.0,0.8)
Each disjunct is an ordered triple, consisting of the disjunct of weighted attribute 
terms, the clause weight, and the ordering weight. Since this query is already in dis­
junctive normal form, it can easily be converted to a set of points in D S . Assuming 
once again that the attribute terms given are the first few in D S , and that they are 
listed in alphabetical order, the translation to points becomes
r (< 0 ,0 .5 ,0 .3 ,0 , - 1.7,0.2), 1
\  (< 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .4 ,0 , • ••> ,0 .4 ,1 .0 ) , y (39)L (  < 0 .2 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 .7 ,0 .8 , 0 , • • • >, 1.0 , 0 .8  )J
There are three points in the query set, corresponding to the three clauses in the origi­
nal query. The first point, corresponding to the card game clause, has a clause weight 
of 1.7 and an ordering weight of 0.2. A point is to be retrieved if it is less than a dis­
tance of 1.7 from this first point. Each point that is retrieved will have the distance 
from its query point multiplied by 0.2. This process will be repeated for the other two
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points, using clause and ordering weights of 0.4 and 1.0, and 1.0 and 0.8, respectively. 
Each of the points that was retrieved will then be ranked by its (corrected) distance 
from its matched query point, and the the documents will be presented in the resulting 
order. Note that, for ordering weights, a smaller value gives a higher rank, since the 
ordering weight is a distance multiplier.
Figures Eight through Ten illustrate the document retrieval process for the TIRS 
experienced case. Note that, once again, only two points are given in the transformed 
query. Also, since the ordering weight is actually a local rescaling of the metric, 
which is not representable graphically, an ordering weight of one is assumed. The 
Figures are similar to the earlier traditionally experienced case, except that in Figure 9 
the relevance balls have different radii.
It might seem that the TIRS experienced query form is more restricted than that 
of the traditionally experienced query form, since here one must enter the query in 
DNF, but in the earlier situation it was possible to use any weighted boolean query. 
As an answer to this question, one should note that, first, no query is lost by restricting 
to DNF, since DNF exists for any q”ery which is not a contradiction. As a corollary 
of the theorem in the last section, the set A is isomorphic to the set of boolean queries 
expressed in DNF (via an application of the first isomorphism theorem for sets); 
hence, even though a restricted form is all that is allowed here, it is sufficient to ask 
any possible question. In addition, since the TIRS experienced user has control over 
the ordering weights and the relevance ball radii, this form of the TIRS model allows 
additional control over the number and form of the elements in the retrieved sets. 
This allows for a form of clause weight.
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Figure 8. A Type Three Query, Part One.
The last category, that of the TIRS sophisticated user, is similar to the previous 
category, but allows the query to contain a relevance width associated not with each 
point in D S, but with each dimension of each point. Using the example from above, 
modified to allow for relevance widths, would result in the following query.
(<bridge, 0.5, [0.4,0.65]> AND <canasta, 0.3, [0.25,0.33]>, 0.2)
OR
(<chess, 0.4, [0.35,0.45]>, 1.0)
OR
(<ghosts, 0.7, [0.65,0.75]> AND <superghosts, 0.8, [0.75,1]>
AND <botticelli, 0.2, [0.1,0.22]>, 0.8)
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Figure 9. A Type Three Query, Part Two.
In this example, the relevance ball is determined coordinatewise; it is the cross 
product of the range given in each <attribute, value, range> triple. In the second term, 
the relevance ball will range from 0.35 to 0.45, as opposed to the earlier range of 0 to
0.8. It is still necessary to have each attribute weight given, as the distances are com­
puted from this point, as before. It is only after the points have been found that the 
relevance ball comes into use; those documents which are within the relevance ball 
are retrieved, in order of increasing distance from the point.
Figures Eleven through Thirteen illustrate the query process for a TIRS sophisti-
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Figure 10. A Type Three Query, Part Three.
cated user. Note the change in the shape of the relevance balls, from the discs of the 
earlier examples to the rectangles of arbitrary length and wi Jili in this case. [25]
Note that, in going from the TIRS experienced user to the TERS sophisticated 
user, the only change that has been made is the replacement of the single relevance 
radius with a relevance interval in each weighted attribute term. This change, which 
allows the specification of other than balls of fixed radius for the relevance
[25] Actually, the earlier figures have been a bit more specific than they appeared to be, since 
they were based on the p  2 metric (normal Euclidean distance). The use of any metric is allowed 
in TIRS; as will be shown later, some are computationally better than others.
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Figure 11. A Type Four Query, Part One.
neighborhoods, may be useful in the following instance: There is a well known prob­
lem with having users specify weights in a query, since in general the users will have 
no knowledge of the weight distribution in the document space. By allowing the 
specification of ranges, the user will be able to construct queries without this 
knowledge and still have a reasonable expectation of obtaining good recall. In addi­
tion, the use of ranges in each coordinate allows one to partially simulate the threshold 
fuzzy set theoretic system of Buell and Kraft [BueSlb], by having atoms of the form 
<attribute,x, [x, 1 .0 ] >.
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Figure 12. A Type Four Query, Part Two.
With this description of the various interfaces available to a user of the TIRS sys­
tem, the overview of the model is complete. It remains to show the advantages of the 
system, and establish a few implementation details.
Advantages of TIRS
Several advantages for the TIRS model have been claimed. Each of these advan­
tages will be considered, and it will be shown that, in each case, the claimed advan­
tage does indeed hold.
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Figure 13. A Type Four Query, Part Three.
The first major source of daims was the set first presented by Salton, Fox, and 
Wu. [26]
r  The size of the output obtained in response to a given query is easy to control. 
This is controlled in the TIRS model by ranking the output, and by establishing 
cutoff distances beyond which no searching is done.
2° The output is ranked; the assumption of equal importance of retrieved documents 
does not hold.
[26] Items 1° through 4° are based on the list on page 1022, [Sal83b],
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3° Term weights, as well as clause and ordering weights, are available. This allows 
varying levels of importance to be placed on differing parts of the query.
4° Since the TIRS model is not a pure boolean query system, the counterintuitive 
results that can be obtained from such a system cannot occur.
Another list of advantages is obtained from Salton, Fox, and W u’s list of advan­
tages for the p-norm model. It was stated earlier in this work that TIRS had all of the
advantages of the p-norrr. model without the disadvantages. These advantages are 
r  The p-norm model contains the boolean model.
2° The p-norm model contains the vector space model.
3 ' The p-norm model contains the fuzzy set theory model.
4° The choice of p-norm changes the query interpretation.
5° The p-norm system can be built on top of an inverted file system.
Of the advantages on this list, 4° was shown to be non-topological. That the 
remaining advantages are also advantages of the TIRS model will be shown later; 
cases r  through 3° will be demonstrated in the next chapter. Model Unifications, and 
case 5° will be shown in the next section. In addition, it will be shown that certain 
other models can also be brought under the TIRS model, and that, because of the topo­
logical interpretation of the model, it may be possible to implement TIRS using faster 
data structures than are now being used. We begin by considering implementations of 
the TIRS model.
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TIRS Implementations
The straight forward method of implementing TIRS is by means of an inverted 
file system. The requirements of such a system are well known, and construction of 
these systems is almost routine. Construction of a TIRS model as an inverted file sys­
tem would require nothing new. Associate with each attribute term a set of pointers 
into the data, with one pointer for each document which has a non-zero value at that 
attribute. Sort this set by attribute value. We will call this sorted set a projection, 
using the standard terminology. Note that each projection is really nothing more than 
a portion of an inverted file, so the standard methods of storage will work. Document 
location is then a series of binary searches into the projections. Assuming that the 
average number of elements in each projection is n , and that the number of non-zero 
terms in the document to be located is k , then it takes time
0(Â:log/z) (40)
to find a particular document, since each of the k inverted files must be searched using 
a binary search. This is of course the same time required by a regular inverted file 
system.
The process of queiy lookup is not much different from document location for 
the TERS model. The major difference is that an interval is looked up at each point, 
instead of simply one point in the projection. But, since the projections are sorted, a 
range lookup only takes one point lookup and one scan. Hence, in each coordinate, it 
takes time
O (Iogn) (41)
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to find the set of documents which are in the coordinate neighborhood of the query 
point, and, if there are / documents in that range, time
O#) (#)
to scan them. The total time is then
0 ( lo g n + / )  (43)
per coordinate. If there is no additional processing time required to find the total dis­
tance of a point from the query point, given the coordinate distances, then the total 
query processing time is no worse than
O Qc log n + k  max{/;t}), (44)
where Iĵ  is the number of documents in the it th range.
In the discussion of the TERS model, nothing has been said about the choice of 
metric to be used. It is clear that a metric that is easy to calculate is desired, but we 
see from the last paragraph that a desirable property for our metric is that it be easy to 
calculate from its projection distances. These two properties suggest that, of all the 
common metrics available, th ep ^ is  probably the best, since
dist^iP  ,Q )  = m ^ {  \d i,-q i ,\  (45)
i.e., the distance is simply the largest of the (finite number of) non-zero coordinate 
differences. With this metric we obtain the processing time of the preceding para­
graph.
Actually, we can do a little better, at least from a heuristic point of view. Note 
that, using thep«, metric, all that we need to do is to process the query in a coordinate- 
wise fashion. A point is never added to the list of points when a new coordinate is
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examined, but can only be removed from the list of currently acceptable points, since 
once a coordinate difference in a point exceeds the allowed radius, the point is outside 
of the relevance ball. As a result, it makes sense to process the smallest query first, 
since this will reduce the processing time to
0  Qc log n + k  nfin{/^ }). (46)
Of course, we cannot be assured of finding the coordinate with the smallest number of 
points in it until we have tried all of the coordinates, but, in general, it makes sense to 
choose first the coordinate in which we expect the smallest number of points. [27]
It may turn out that this method of storage, while based on inverted files and 
hence capable of being added to existing systems, may not be the best one available 
for the TIRS. Several groups, including Bentley et al. [Ben75, Ben79a, Ben79b, 
Fri77], Flajolet and Puech [Fla8 6 ], Lloyd and Ramamohanarao [Lio82], and Niever- 
gelt, Hinterberger, and Sevcik [Nie84] have been concerned with the problem of mul­
tidimensional retrieval. The authors of each paper above have described at least one
method of retrieval which is faster than the inverted file case. Of the methods listed,
Bentley’s kd-trees seem to work the best for the TTRS system, giving a preprocessing
O (rtlo g n ), (47)
a storage requirement of
OQcn), (48)
[27] Under the product space interpretation of the TIRS model, we can choose first the coordi­
nate having smallest size.
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and an average case query response time of
O (log n + 1). (49)
The only disadvantage seems to be that the system would need to go offline occasion­
ally in order to update and re-balance the data structure; this offline time can, how­
ever, be planned for.
Previous Work
Aside from the general similarity of TTRS to any vector space system, there is 
one system that TIRS is most like. This is the Generalized Vector Space Model 
(GVSM) described by Wong and Ziarko [WonSSa, WonSSb, Won85c]. In this sec­
tion, the Generalized Vector Space Model will be described and contrasted with TIRS.
A GVSM is constructed by letting A be a set of attribute terms, and then con­
structing the set A by letting
A = 2 ^ , (50)
i.e., A is the set of subsets of A. An element of A is to be understood as the logical 
conjunction of the terms in its subset. This allows for the representation of term 
interrelations and term dependencies by specification of the particular conjunction of 
terms which are to be considered the same. The space is then composed of coordi­
nates from the set A ; each coordinate has as its space the interval [0,1]. Documents
and queries are placed in the space in the regular fashion, with the term dependencies 
now being taken into account.
As can be seen from the description just given, the Generalized Vector Space 
Model is essentially a vector space model, with both documents and queries
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represented as points in a product metric space whose coordinates are indexed by attri­
bute terms. Thus, it is already within the topological paradigm. The major difference 
between the GVSM and TIRS is that, in GVSM, the coordinates are logical conjunc­
tions of attribute terms, rather than the terms themselves. This was done in an attempt 
to allow for term dependencies and interrelations; however, instead of simplifying 
matters it seems to have complicated them unnecessarily. TIRS can easily handle the 
problem of dependent terms through the construction of quotient spaces of the origi­
nal space, as follows: For each collection of attribute terms that are related, measure 
the amount of similarity, and then mod out by the resulting relation. The resulting 
space is equivalent to one obtained by assigning weights of the appropriate amount to 
all of the related terms whenever one of the terms is used. It has the additional advan­
tage of allowing term interrelationships of other than unity, which does not seem pos­
sible with a GVSM.
In terms of the ultimate aim of allowing representation of term dependencies, 
either method will work. The question that should be asked now is, “ Which method 
for the resolution of term dependencies is better?” Since either system will achieve 
the desired results, a choice must be made on other considerations, such as simplicity, 
practicality, and utility of the resulting user interface. It would seem that the TIRS 
model is both simpler and more practical than the GVSM model. The major problem 
encountered in GVSM is the size of the resulting space. In TIRS, the space is 
assumed to be countably infinite in dimension, thus allowing for an arbitrarily large 
number of attributes. In practice, of course, the dimension of the space is the size of 
the underlying attribute set, and, as each new attribute is added, the dimension of the
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space increases only by one. In the GVSM system, on the other hand, the space 
theoretically has the same cardinality as the reals, i.e., not countable. There is no way 
to represent this many items in any known data structure. In practice, this lack is not a 
problem, since only a finite number of attribute terms are actually used, causing the 
resulting space to have finite dimension. However, as each new attribute term is 
added, the dimension of the resulting space doubles. Indeed, it appears that the 
amount of work necessary to answer a query actually is increased by a factor of four 
with each new attribute term, since a query is handled by a matrix computation having 
dimension the dimension of the space. It is expected that most information retrieval 
systems will have constantly changing contents. If one uses automatic term indexing, 
as most systems are expected to do, then any such dynamic system must be able to 
easily handle the addition of new attribute terms. It seems that a GVSM model cannot 
do so as simply as can a TIRS model.
A second problem with a GVSM model is that its queries are necessarily limited. 
Since the space in the GVSM model already has built into it the idea of term depen­
dencies as logical conjunctions, it is going to be difficult to allow the use of boolean 
queries in any reasonable manner. It would seem that it is better to keep the terms 
separate and allow boolean combinations to occur later, in the queries, than to use the 
boolean operators in the construction and not allow the use of boolean queries.
Finally, it seems that there is a least a poteiitial problem with maintenance of the 
system’s internal consistency. As an example, consider the situation where the terms 
Cl,a2 , and C3 have been determined to be dependent. Let us further assume, as a 
simplification, that the terms are synonyms, so that there is a weight of one to be
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assigned between the three pairs of elements. In order for the system to be consistent, 
this three term dependency requires that the three pairs
{a 1,0 2 } (51)
{^1,0 3 } (52)
{o2,a{\ (53)
all have a term dependency weight of one, as well as the original triple
(54)
and that all new documents which are entered into the system having a non-zero 
weight in any of the seven distinct coordinates involving any of the c,- have all of 
these seven coordinates updated consistently. Not only does this require exponen­
tially more work than simple one coordinate entry, but it leaves open the possibility 
that data may be entered differently in different places. The prevention of internal 
inconsistency in database systems is a problem with known solutions; the standard 
solution is to store the data non-redundantly [28], thus destroying the GVSM. Note 
that requiring that data be stored non-redundantly is essentially nothing more than 
passing to the quotient space in TIRS.
As can be seen from the above discussion, it seems that the Generalized Vector 
Space Model suffers from a design flaw similar to that in the p-norm model: in the 
attempt to clean up known problems of earlier models, the structure is made more 
complex, rather than less complex. While this type of construction will not invariably
lead to problems, it certainly has the potential to do so. This potential seems to have
been achieved in the case of the GVSM.
[28] See. e.g.. Ullman [U1I82], Chapter Ten.
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Summary
The TIRS model and the topological paradigm have now been described. In par­
ticular, it was shown that the TIRS system avoids the problems inherent in both the 
p-norm model and GVSM while retaining all of their claimed advantages, and in addi­
tion allows the possibility of a much smaller run time for query processing. Only one 
thing remains to be done. It has been claimed that all of the standard models of infor­
mation retrieval systems live within the topological paradigm. The proof of this state­
ment is the subject of the next chapter; for each model, it will be shown that each of 
the four axioms of the paradigm is satisfied.
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Chapter Four 
Model Unifications
The demonstration that the topological paradigm is sufficiently general to 
include the models mentioned earlier is the subject of this chapter. Each model will 
have its own demonstration, beginning with the boolean model. This will be followed 
by the p-norm model, the fuzzy set theory model, and the hierarchical model.
The Boolean Model
In the boolean model, a document is considered to be a collection of attribute 
terms, and a query is essentially a boolean combination of attribute terms. In order to 
cast this model into the topological paradigm, all that is necessary is to let our docu­
ment space be the space
X { 0 ,1},., (55)
where A is the set of all possible attribute terms. Under this interpretation, the 
required distance function is the simply the identity metric, i.e.,
r 0  i f  X = y  
otherwise
which is easily shown to be a distance function: the function is non-negative, is zero if 
and only if the points are the same, is symmetric, and satisfies the triangle inequalit>’ 
(if the points are different, one of the distances is infinite). Since any non­
contradiction query can be placed into disjunctive normal form, a query can be 
represented as a finite set of points in the document space using the same process as 
for the TIRS model.
53
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From the above description, it can be seen that the four properties of the topolog­
ical paracigm hold; the space is a product space (property two) of weighted (propci 
three) attribute terms (property two) which is a metric space (property one), and 
queries are nothing more than points in this space (property four). Thus the boolean 
model can be considered as an instance of the topological paradigm.
The p-Norm Model
Since the TIRS model is built on the p-norm model, it should be easy to fit the 
p-norm model into the topological paradigm. Several of the the required properties of 
the topological paradigm come from the p-norm model: the p-norm itself is defined 
only on a metric space, while the underlying space is a product space of attribute 
weights. The only property that needs to be derived is property four: that queries 
should be interpretable as points in the document space. It is easy to place a query 
into the document space based on its term weights; the only question is what happens 
to the resulting space. Since there are similarity functions defined on the space, they 
must somehow be accounted for. Since the similarity functions are not distances in
the general sense, but rather distances from the origin and identity, it is not possible
for the similarity measures to be metrics on the space. In particular, note that
sim{A,B)=^sim{B ,A ) ,  (57)
where A and B are points in the document space, with the second being interpreted as 
a query in each case. Also, note that for any point A  (whether query or document) in 
DS we have
s im { A ,A )^ .  (58)
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Since these two properties are two of the axioms that any metric must obey, it is 
impossible for the similarity measures to be metrics.
If these functions cannot be metrics, it should still be possible to interpret the 
measures as something useful, or the paradigm would not be a very useful tool. 
Perhaps the best way to interpret the result of considering queries as points in the 
space is to realize that each of the similarity measures gives rise to a topological semi­
group [29], with the underlying topology being that of the document space topology 
(with included query points), and the continuous binary operation being just the simi­
larity measure itself, extended coordinate wise. Salton, Fox, and Wu show that the 
fuzzy set theoretic model can be considered as a case of the p-norm model; under this 
interpretation it is seen that the p-norm model can be considered as a case of the fuzzy 
set theoretic model, since a fuzzy set theoretic model is simply a pair of topological 
semigroups defined using the standard max and min operators [30]. This interpreta­
tion seems to be a natural one, so that putting the queries into the document space is 
probably acceptable.
There may have been some question during this demonstration as to why the 
placement of the p-norm model into the topological paradigm was not very easy, since 
the TIRS model is a direct outgrowth of the p-norm model. The answer to this ques­
tion is that the TIRS model is perhaps what the p-norm model would have been, had 
one been trying to begin with the topological paradigm and design a model based on
[29] For an introduction to topological semigroups, consult the works by Carruth, Hildebrant, 
and Koch [Car83, Car86].
[30] This result should not be too surprising, since both models are actually just instances of 
the topological paradigm.
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standard distances. The idea of distance between points is certainly a part of the p- 
norm model, but the idea is lost when one commits to measuring distance only from 
two places. To fix this problem easily requires something like the TIRS model; how­
ever, even without it, the p-norm model still fits within the topological paradigm.
The Fuzzy Set Theoretic Model
In one sense, this demonstration is already finished, since Salton, Fox, and Wu 
have shown that the fuzzy set theoretic model is an instance of the p-norm model. 
However, it is possible to show directly that the fuzzy set theoretic model is an 
instance of the topological paradigm, and this direct demonstration is much simpler 
than in tlie p-norm case. Hence, the direct demonstration will be given.
As before, the fuzzy set theoretic model easily fulfills the first three properties of 
the topological paradigm; the only property that is not immediately apparent is the 
requirement that queries fit into the document space. This can be done by having 
Q a  a n a  or b  represented as a pair of points, one at the one position in the A direction, 
and the other in the 5  direction, also of value one [31]. The fuzzy query is then 
evaluated by having
I
m ^{d is t (di ,qi )} or operator 
min{disr(d^ ,<?•)} and operator
i.e., just measuring coordinatewise distance in the space, and applying one of two
[31] Actually, it does not seem to be necessary to require that the query be placed at the one 
position of each coordinate, only tha. a point having exactly one ncn-zcro coordinate be placed in 
the space for each term in the query. This, if true, would allow weighted fuzzy queries.
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standard topological semigroup operators to the result. Since the queries can be so 
easily placed into the document space, the fuzzy set theoretic model must be an exam­
ple of the topological paradigm.
The Probability Model
In the original description of the probabilistic model [Mar60], an attempt is made 
to place the description on a topological footing. In particular, the collection of docu­
ments is described as a document space, and an attempt is made to describe a distance 
in this space [32]. Since a document is defined by its index terms in this model, the 
document is a product space, with the elements of the probability matrix serving as 
term weights. Once again the first three properties of the topological paradigm are 
seen to hold for the model; in this case, however, Maron and Kuhns went on to define 
another space for the queries, one which had many of the same topological properties 
of the document space. Since there are two distinct spaces involved in the probabilis­
tic model, it would seem difficult to place this model in the topological paradigm, 
even though three of the four properties are met
However, this difficulty is more apparent than real. Maron and Kuhns feel that 
the document space should be different from the query (request) space, since one has a 
true metric in the document space but only a measure of “ closeness” [33] in the 
query space. The reasoning seems to be, that, since there are different topological 
properties involved in the two spaces, the spaces must be distinct. But note that none
[32] [Mar60],p.224.
[33] [Mar60],p.224.
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of the semantic and statistic relationships described in the request space, when con­
sidered topologically, prohibit the introduction of a metric on the space. Indeed, the 
“ coefficients of association” [34] have the essential property of distances, in that 
whenever there are coefficients of association which hold between all pairs of a three 
element set, then the triangle inequality holds. The other properties of a metric can be 
obtained by requiring that the distance from a point to itself be zero, and by defining 
the distance between pairs of points which are not associated to be infinity. Maron 
and Kuhns seem to realize this, for they later convert the coefficients of association 
into a distance [35], which allows property four of tne paradigm to be satisfied by tak­
ing the union of the two spaces. The metrics must be the same in the two spaces, 
since they both arise from the product of intervals, and the space is finite dimensional. 
Thus Maron and Kuhns have themselves placed the probabilistic model into the topo­
logical paradigm.
The preceding description has been based on an early paper, on work that has 
been followed by many developments. The “ standard” model of probabilistic infor­
mation retrieval is based on work by Robertson, Maron, and Cooper [Rob82]. In this 
paper, the work described above is only one model of four that are available. How­
ever, the ideas of document space and query space cany over to the other three 
models described here. In fact, the most general model. Model 3, is really nothing 
more than a product space derived from the spaces of Models 1 and 2, where the pro­
duct topology is defined, in the usual maimer, from the topologies of the coordinate
[34] [Mar60], p. 224, footnote.
[35] [Mar60], page 229.
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spaces. Since model 2 can be topologized (with query points placed in the document 
space) using the same method as described above, and since model 0  is a quotient 
space of model 3, it follows that all of the current probability models of information 
retrieval fall within the topological paradigm.
The Hierarchical Model
Each of the models discussed previously have been a part of the mainstream of 
research in information retrieval. As an example of a model in which properties one 
through three of the topological paradigm are difficult to confirm, but property four is 
easy, the hierarchical model of Kolodner [Kol83] is considered. This model, which is 
a typical example of the artificial intelligence approach to information retrieval, is 
based on a hierarchical arrangement of information. Attributes are arranged in a tree 
structure; a parent is considered to be a more inclusive attribute than its child. In this 
model, it is desired to find whether a “ fact” is in the system, rather than a document 
about something, but note that a fact and a document are both described, for our pur­
poses, by the attributes associated with them. In the hierarchical model, one finds a 
fact by locating where the query would be; if there is a fact at that location, then it 
must be the correct one. Thus property four of the topological paradigm is satisfied.
To show that the other three properties of the paradigm are satisfied, we must 
construct a weighted product space having a metric as the basis of its topology. The 
metric can be derived from the weights, if an appropriate set is chosen. One such set 
is the set
g  ={0 , 1 }, (60)
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using the real metric. The space to be constructed is then the product
X B ,  (61)
with the product topology. All that remains is to fit the hierarchical scheme into this 
space, in a fashion that preserves the ability to create new subcategories as needed. 
This is done by mapping the nodes in the hierarchy to coordinates in the space by 
means of the following function / .  First, give each node a sequence number, based 
on its position in the hierarchy, as follows:
1 ° The sequence number of the root is 1.
2° If the sequence number o f a node is x , then the sequence number o fx 's  ith  child 
isx ,  i.
Thus, the second child of the third child of the root would have sequence number 
1,3,2. The second part of the map from the hierarchy to the space is to associate each 
sequence number with a particular coordinate. Any such map will work, provided that 
it is one-to-one. One such map that is particularly appealing in this situation is the 
map which considers the sequence as a number in base eleven, with the comma serv­
ing as the eleventh symbol, and maps into the coordinate of the same number. It is 
clear that this map is one-to-one, so it will serve as an adequate conversion from the 
hierarchy into the space. Hence, all five of the topological paradigm properties hold, 
and this model, along with the earlier ones, is simply one more example of the topo­
logical paradigm.
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Summary
In this chapter, it was shown that each of the standard models of information 
retrieval could be considered as cases of the topological paradigm. This construction 
is more than simply a theoretical result; it provides a basis for the following statement: 
Since all of the models of information retrieval can be explained using the same sys­
tem, then this system should be considered the “natural” one. As such, any specific 
example of this system, such as the TIRS model, should be investigated closely.
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Chapter Five 
Conclusion
There were three main topics discussed in this work. The first topic was an 
investigation of the p-norm model of Salton, Fox, and Wu. In this section, three 
things were shown.
r  The use of p-norms to indicate levels of meaning intermediate between logical 
“ and” and logical “ or” causes no change in the topology of the underlying 
doT:.ment space.
2° There exist distinct documents in the p-norm model that cannot be separated by 
any choice of p-norm (for fixed query weights). With varying query weights and 
fixed values ofp, the separation problem disappears.
3° The use of weights in the queries causes no change in the topological structure of 
the document space.
In light of these three results, the utility of the p-norm similarity measure is ques­
tionable, since the use of weighted queries seems to have just as much power without 
the additional computational overhead. In particular, if there is a system that can use 
the weighted aspects effectively, then there would be little use for the p-norm model.
In the next chapter, the topological paradigm was defined. The major 
justification for this paradigm is the sense that the only really important idea in most 
information retrieval models is the idea of distance between either pairs of documents 
or between a query and a document. The paradigm is then simply the minimal set of 
requirements necessary to guarantee good behavior of the metric space. As an exam-
62
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pie of the utility of the topological paradigm, the TIRS model was constructed. The 
main features of the TIRS model include the use of a countably infinite dimensioned 
topological space, and a computationally simple distance function.
There are four types of queries that can be asked of the TERS system, ranging 
from a natural language vector space type query to a query that can fully utilize the 
particular features of the model. The second query type, the weighted boolean 
queries, is important to consider, as this model provides the first recorded instance of 
weighted boolean queries which obey the standard lattice laws at the atomic level. 
This feature was proved through the construction of a set homomorphism from the 
queries onto all finite combinations of points in the document space. Finally, in this 
chapter it is shown that the TERS model retains all of the claimed features of the p- 
norm model, while having the advantages of concepcual simplicity and multiple 
means of implementation, several of which appear to be asymptotically faster than 
any other model available. Hence, the TIRS model should be easy to build and should 
run extremely rapidly once built
In the last chapter, the topological paradigm was once again considered. Five 
models of information retrieval, the boolean model, the vector space model, the fuzzy 
set theoretic model, the probabilistic model and the hierarchical model, were shown to 
be specific instances of the topological paradigm. In no case was the construction 
especially onerous; the most difficult unification occurred with the p-norm model, 
which is understandable since a basic aim of the topological paradigm is to prevent 
some of the problems which occur in the p-norm model from happening. The impor­
tance of this work is as a justification of the topological paradigm itself; if the major
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models of information retrieval are all instances of the topological paradigm, then one 
must strongly suspect that a central concept of the field has been identified.
Future Work
There is much work left to do concerning the topological paradigm and the TIRS 
model, ranging from the very practical to the very theoretical. Several of the main 
jobs that remain are listed below, in no particular order.
r  More work needs to be done with the perceived problems in the p-norm and the
GVSM models. The topological nature of these models should be more fully
explicated.
2° The TIRS model should be constructed, with an eye to commercial applications. 
This would be a multistage project, consisting of at least the following steps; A 
test version of TIRS should be constructed, in order to determine which of the 
five or six possible implementations is the best. Work should be done on 
automating the indexing and weighting of documents. Much work has already 
been done in this area; discovering which of the possibilities works best for TIRS 
is needed. A medium sized (1000 - 10000 documents) TIRS should be con­
structed, and compared with systems such as SMART and SIRE. Using this sys­
tem, a comparison of the different query methods should be made. Which of the 
last three types of queries mentioned is the best for general use? This question 
needs to be answered from both a user oriented and theory oriented view; the 
answers could easily be different. Assuming that all goes well in the earlier 
stages, then a prototype commercial version of TIRS should be built.
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3° Many systems rank documents today. A comparison of these rankings should be 
done; since the TIRS system has a particularly simple means of document order­
ing, the hope exists that the resulting rankings should be better than ones 
obtained from a more complex procedure.
4° Even the best systems today do not perform too well. Many investigators, such 
as Dillon, Ulmschneider, and Desper [Dil83], are switching to some method of 
relevance feedback as an aid to document retrieval. The distances defined in the 
TIRS model and the ability to use finite sets of perfect points allow the use of 
many methods of feedback. In addition, arbitrarily complex queries can be con­
structed in a natural manner, through the use of set partitionings via relevance 
radii cutoffs.
5° The unifications should be tightened and extended. Although the major models 
have been shown to be instances of the topological paradigm, many other 
retrieval models exist. It should be possible to unify most of these models, also. 
As can be seen from the above list, there is still work left to be done. If every­
thing works, then the topological paradigm must be seen as the proper archetype of 
information retrieval. Even if not everything can be made to fit, however, the para­
digm has some utility, and has already given rise to a system which is both simple and 
fast.
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Appendix 
A Review of Algebra and Topology
In this appendix are the topological and algebraic results needed to understand 
the work in the earlier chapters. The section in divided into two parts; the first part is 
a survey of algebra, and the second part is a survey of topology. More information is 
available on these topics; proofs of most of the theorems mentioned in this section can 
be found in Lang, [Lan70], for the algebraic topics, and in Dugundji, [Dug6 6 ], for the 
topological parts. For the specific topic of topological semigroups, see Carruth, Hilde­
brant, and Koch. [Car83, Car8 6 ].
Preliminaries
In this section definitions are given which apply to both the algebraic and topo­
logical discussions appearing later.
The term set is an undefined term. It is normally considered to be a collection of 
items, which may themselves be sets. The basic property of a set is membership',
aeA  (62)
means that a is a member (or element) of the set A . In this case a may or may not be 
a set. A set A is a subset of a set B ,
A c B , (63)
if, for each element a e A  it is also the case that a e B , i.e.,
A c B  Vx,xeA=»%eB. (64)
Two sets A and B are equal if each contains the other, or
A =B A A B cA . (65)
71
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There are certain special sets that deserve mention. The empty set, 0 ,  is a set 
containing no members. Most axiomizations of set theory assume that there is only 
one empty set. The universal set, or domain o f discourse, commonly denoted U, is the 
set which contains everything currently under discussion. For technical reasons it is 
not possible to have only one universal set; it must be restricted to an appropriate 
domain. An ordered pair ( a , 6  ) is a set of the form
|{a}, (66)
Ordered pairs are used when it is necessary to distinguish the position of the elements 
in a two element set. Ordered n-tuples are defined recursively: 
r  An ordered triple, or ordered 3-tuple, is an ordered pair whose first element is an 
ordered pair, and whose second element is a singleton.
2° An ordered n-tuple is an ordered pair whose first element is an ordered n-1  
tuple, and whose second element is a singleton.
Operations on sets include intersection, union, set difference, and Cartesian pro­
duct. These operations are defined as:
Let A = {a,} and B = {b i} be sets. Then
= { c e U  I ceA  or c e 5 }  (67)
A(~^B = { c ^ U  \ c e A  a n d c ^ B ]  (6 8 )
A x B  = {(a f}) \ a e A ,b e B }  (69)
Let A and B be sets. A relation (specifically, a binary relation) p from A to 5  is
a subset of A xB . A is the domain of the relation, and B is the codomain of the rela­
tion. There are several special types of relations. Let p ^ A  x 5 .  The inverse rela­
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tion p Ms a relation from B to A defined as
P'^=df I a e A ,b & B } .  (70)
A relation in which no element of the domain appears in more than one ordered pair 
(as the first element) is a partial function. A partial function in which each element of 
tire domain occurs as the first element of an ordered pair is dL function, or total func­
tion, if one wishes to emphasize that all of the domain elements occur. The notation
for a function /  with domain A and codomain B i s / :  A ~^B . A function f  : A ->B is
one-to-one if different elements map to different values, i.e.,
' ix ,y & A ,x ^ y  =>f { x ) ^ f  ly)  (71)
A function /  : A —>5 is onto if
y b & B ,(B a e A ) f { a )  = b (72)
that is, if each element in the codomain has a preimage. A function which is both 
one-to-one and onto is a bijection. A function/ :  AxA is called a binary opera­
tion.
Properties of Relations
Tnere are several properties that a relation can possess. A relation p ^ A x A  is 
reflexive if
p is symmetric if
p is transitive if
V n e .4 ,(n ,c )E  p. (73)
(a ,6 )e  p = > (6 ,a )e  p. (74)
(û ,6 ) g p A (6 ,c) g p => (û ,c )e  p. (75)
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A relation which is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive is an equivalence relation. 
Algebra
The basic structure in all of algebra is that of a set with one or more binary 
operations. The easiest structures to consider are those which have only one operation 
defined on them; these structures are the ones that will be considered here.
There are several properties that a binary operation can have. Some of the more 
important ones are the following. An operation • -A xA ->A (the function is normally 
written a -b ) is associative if
V a ,b ,c e A ,(a -b )-c  = a ib -c ) .  (76)
An operation is commutative if
V a ,b e  A, a b = b  a. (77)
An element e e  A is an identity for A if
Va e  A , e -a = a  =a-e. (78)
If a structure has an identity e , then, given an element a e A , an element b e A having
the property
a b - e  = b a (79)
is called an inverse element for a. If each element in a structure has an inverse ele­
ment, then the structure is said to have inverses. A set with a binary operation on it is 
called a groupoid. If the operation in a groupoid is associative, the structure is a semi­
group. A  semigroup with an identity element is a monoid. A monoid with inverses is 
called a group. If any of the operations on these structures is commutative, then the 
structure is abelian, hence, one can speak of an abelian semigroup or an abelian
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group.
A basic question of algebra is, given two structures of the same type, say semi­
groups, are they really the same? This question is an important one, since the impor­
tant part of an algebraic structure is the operation (or operations), and not the particu­
lar elements in the set that are being operated on. Surely one has the same structure, 
for all practical (algebraic) purposes, if one merely changes the names of the elements 
without changing the operation itself. As a result, the concept of isomorphism is util­
ized. In essence, two algebraic structures of the same type are isomorphic if they are 
really the same, except possibly for a consistent change of name of the elements. For­
mally, this is defined as follows.
Definition: Let A and B be structures of the same type. A and B are isomorphic 
if there exists a function /  : A which is a bijection, and which preserves the 
defining properties of the type.
Consider the specific examples of set-isomorphism, semigroup-isomorphism, and 
abelian group-isomorphism. The defining property of a set is that it have elements. 
Hence, all that need be done to show that two sets are isomorphic is to find a bijection 
between them. As a result, two sets are isomorphic if and only if they have the same 
number of elements. This may seem a little odd, but remember that the essential pro­
perties in algebra are those on the operations, and that a set has no operations on it. 
Two semigroups are isomorphic if there is a bijection between them which preserves 
the defiiting properties of semigroups. Since the only defining property of a semi­
group is an associative multiplication, we must answer two questions: does the opera­
tion send the same things to the same things, and does it preserve associativity? The
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first part of the question can be answered by checking that
f { x - y ) = f{ x ) - f ( y )  (80)
for all X and y in A. Theoretically, the second part must be answered in a similar 
fashion, by checking that
f  H x 'y )-z )= f {x-(y-z)), (81)
but note that an affirmative answer to the first question automatically answers the 
second question affirmatively. Hence, all that must be shown is the first part, which 
we will call preserving the operation.
A similar situation exists for abelian groups. The defining properties of abelian 
groups are commutativity, associativity, existence of identity, and existence of 
inverses. To show that the operation is preserved we must show that
(82)
This guarantees that associativity is preserved. Similarly, if one of the two groups is 
commutative, then so must the other one, so commutativity is preserved. It is also 
possible to show that the image of the identity or an inverse acts like an identity or 
inverse; this, combined with the fact that identities and inverses are unique if they 
exist shows that these two properties are preserved. Once again it is the case that all 
that has to be shown is that operation is preserved; the rest comes for free.
It turns out that the idea of isomorphism is too strong an idea to be of real use in 
algebra, since there aren’t really that many things that are exactly alike. The impor­
tant part of each of the earlier examples was the idea of preserving the operation. It is 
this idea that we wish to keep, while removing other requirements. The only other 
properties of an isomorphism are that of being one-to-one and being onto. For
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technical reasons the onto requirement is kept, and the one-to-one requirement is 
dropped. This generalization of isomorphism that results is a homomorphism, and, if 
f  : A is a homomoiphism, then B is said to be the homomorphic image of A . The 
major result of all of these definitions is the first isomorphism theorem. There is a first 
isomorphism theorem for each type mentioned above, but they all have the same 
proof, and so are essentially the same theorem. Let A and B be structures of the same 
type, and let B be the homomorphic image of A . We will define a new structure C , of 
the same type as A , as follows. An element of C is a set of elements of A , in particu­
lar, those elements that map to the same value under the homomorphism. The opera­
tion on C is defined similarly: if c j and C2 are elements of C , then their product
ci'C2 (83)
is defined to be the set containing the preimages of the unique value in B obtained by 
multiplying in A a value from c j and a value from C2- The first isomorphism theorem 
states that:
r  The structure C so obtained is of the same type as A and B ,
2° C is the homomorphic image of A , under a standard homomorphism, and 
3° B  and C are isomorphic.
The theorem further states that any time there is a structure with a congruence relation 
on it (essentially an equivalence relation which preserves the operation) that we may 
define a homomorphism in a fashion similar to the one defined from A to C , and then 
find an appropriate B . In essence, then, homomorphisms look like equivalence rela­
tions which preserve the operation, and vice versa.
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Topology
In the field of general, or point-set, topology, the basic questions are those which 
attempt to discover the basic aspects of geometry and analysis. Some important con­
cepts are connectedness, betweenness, and distance. Each of these ideas is a generali­
zation of a concept in geometry; in addition, the idea of distance is central to all of 
analysis. Topology is the field which attempts to make sense of these ideas using as 
little structure as possible, in the same fashion as algebra attempts to make sense of 
the idea of sameness using minimal structure.
In this section, three areas will be covered: basic ideas, functions on spaces, and 
separation axioms. This is only a small part of topology, but it is all that is really 
needed for an understanding of the ideas in earlier chapters.
Definition: Let S be a set of objects, normally called points. The ordered pair 
(5, t)  is a topology or topological space, where T is a collection of subsets of S, sub­
ject to
r  The universal set S and the empty set 0  are members of t.
2° If {Ai },• are members of t, then so is
U  (84)
i.e., arbitrary unions of x are in X.
3° If i 4 2> • • • » are members of x, then so is
(85)
Î.C., finite intersections of x are in x.
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The elements of x are called the open sets of the topology. Note that changing x 
changes the topological structure; in general, however, x is not referred to explicitly, 
and S  alone is said to be the topological space.
Let x be a point in a topological space (X,t). If te x  is such that x e t ,  then r is 
said to be a neighborhood of x .
Other Ways to Define a Topology
There are several other ways that a topology can be defined. Three of these are 
through the use of closed sets, through a basis for the topology, or through a subbasis 
for the topology. Each of these will be considered.
If, in the definition of topological space given above, one interchanges the union 
and intersection operators, then one has an equivalent definition for topology based on 
closed sets, rather than the open sets previously defined. Note that if (X ,x) is a topol­
ogy based on open sets, then an equivalent topology (X ,x') based on closed sets can be 
obtained by defining x' as
x' = {X\r I rex} , (8 6 )
hence, the two definitions are equivalent.
It is not always necessary to fully specify x in order to obtain a topology. Let X 
be a set of points, and let X be a collection of subsets of X . A topological space (X ,x) 
can be constructed from K  through the following construction:
r  L e t X i = X u 0 u X -
2° Let X ; consist of all finite intersections of elements of X j .
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3‘ Let X consist of unions of arbitrarily many elements from K 2-
Clearly x fulfills the requirements of a topology, since it is constructed by follow­
ing the algorithm implicit in the definition. The original set K  is called a subbasis for 
the topology. Note that any set can serve as a subbasis for a topology.
It is also possible to construct a topology by taking arbitrary unions of a set, pro­
vided that the set already has the finite intersection property. Such a set is said to be a 
basis for the topology. Clearly, not every set can serve as a basis for a given topology.
Functions on Topological Spaces
The basic property of functions which have a topological space as either domain 
or codomain is that of continuity. Let f - . X ^ Y ,  where (X,x) and (T,a) are topologi­
cal spaces. /  is continuous if the relation f~ ^  takes open sets to open sets, i.e., if
5 e a = > /- ^ (S ) e x .  (87)
Note t h a t / " ’, rather than /  , is chosen s in c e p r e s e r v e s  union, intersection, and set 
difference, while /  does not always preserve intersection and set difference. The 
importance of a function’s being continuous is that the topological properties are 
preserved from the codomain to the domain. Since a topology is defined only in terms 
of its set of points and its open sets, a function that maps open sets to open sets {f~^) 
should preserve most of the properties which derive from the open sets.
There are five cases of special importance.
Definition: Let S be a topological space, and define a function d: Sx5-^[0, «>]• 
d  is said to be a metric, (and S a metric space) if
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r d { x ,x )= o .
2° Ifz#};, then (f(%,};) > 0 .
3° d (x ,y )= d (y ,x ) .
4° d ( x ,z ) < d ( x ,y )  + d (y ,z ).
Property three is the symmetry property; property four is called the triangle inequality.
The second case is similar, in that the function is defined on the space crossed 
with itself, but the results are algebraic in nature instead of analytic.
Definition: Let S be a topological space, and define a function • : 5 x5 ->S. If the 
function • is both continuous and associative, then 5 is said to be a topological semi­
group. Many of the standard fiizzy set theoretic and probabilistic operations can be 
expressed as operations in a topological semigroup, as can certain classes of operators 
in physics.
In the third case, the major problem with a continuous function as a preserver of 
topological structure is that the preservation is only one way, from the codomain to 
the domain. In order to be able to say that two spaces are topologically equivalent, the 
topological properties must be preserved in both directions, and, in addition, there 
must be some assurance that the spaces look somewhat alike as sets (since the 
definition includes both the set and the topology). These requirements force the 
definition of homeomorphism, defined as follows.
Definition: Let (S,x) and (T,a) be topological spaces. A function f : S - ^ T  
which is a bijection, is continuous, and has continuous inverse is a homeomorphism. 
The spaces S and T  are said to be homeomorphic.
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The fourth case is that of a projection, a mapping from a product space to a sub­
set of the coordinates, under the subspace topology. The fifth case is also called a pro­
jection, but occurs when a topological space T  has an equivalence relation p defined 
on it. The projection is then the map /  : T  /p (where T /p is the space of 
equivalence classes of T  under p) obtained by sending each element to its equivalence
Separation Axioms
As noted above, a homeomorphism preserves all topological properties between 
spaces. There are many types of properties that are topological in nature, such as con­
nectedness, completeness, and compactness. One topological idea of importance in 
the main portion of this work is that of separation, or a description of exactly how 
points in the space can be distinguished. There are five basic classes of separation, 
denoted To through T^. Each class T, contains The largest class, Tq, is not all 
inclusive, so there are actually six classes, the non-To, and the Tq through T4 . Each of 
these classes will be defined. In each definition, (S,x) is a topological space, and 
x ,y  e S , x ^ .
D^nition: S is said to be Tq if at least one of x , y has a neighborhood which 
does not contain the other. S is Tj if each of the points x  and y has a neighborhood 
which does not contain the other point.
These two properties are extremely weak properties. Most topologists do not work 
with spaces which have only T 1 or less separation. For general use, most topologists 
require that the space be at least T 2, or Hausdorjf.
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Definition: A space is T 2 if each of x and > have non-intersecting neighbor­
hoods, that is, there is U , a. neighborhood o fx , and V , a neighborhood of >•, such that
U nV  =  0 .
Definition: A T 2 space is T 3, or regular, if each point x  and closed set C have 
non-intersecting neighborhoods. The space is T or normal, if the point x  can be 
replaced by an arbitrary closed set D , and still have non-intersecting neighborhoods
A major result of topology states that:
Theorem: Every metric space is normal.
Since it was shown earlier in this work that the p-norm space of Salton, Fox, and Wu 
is non-T q, it must be the case that no metric can be defined on it. This would seem to 
indicate that the definition of similarity as used in this model is inadequate, from a 
topological point of view.
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